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ABSTRACT 
This work, “African Humanism: A Philosophy of Unity and Mutual Co-existence in Itigidi 
People”, is a reaction to the rising challenge posed by the emerging global village. The 
problem which this paper observes, is that in the effort to actualize itself, the global village, 
has come, using globalization, with its different strand in form of political, economic and 
cultural globalization as vehicle of operation. Employing individualism again as a tool, the 
weighty negative effect include cultural imperialism, imposition, loss of language, clashes 
among cultures etc. These further leads to collapse of cultural values and worldviews and 
destruction of same. The aim of this work is to project through the Itigidi people, the idea that 
African humanism is a communal humanism rooted in her metaphysics. And that having 
survived the sledge hammer of colonialism, neocolonialism and imperialism, remains an 
indispensable guiding principle for mutual co-existence among Africans. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

This work explores the concept of "humanism” specifically, its African usage and the 
manner in which it manifest in the African way of living. African humanism is a 
concomitance of the unfolding intention or aim or direction which nature had in stock for 
man's well-being, abinitio. 

It is therefore not surprising that in the history of human development, nature itself 
has always offered man the first and best opportunity available to enhance his development. 
This truth is not far from the biblical creation story in Genesis chapter one, where of all 
creation it was man that God created in his image and was put in the garden and made 
everything in the garden to cooperate with man just to actualize his well-being. 

Looking back at history, Alan Bullock observed, though as a rough generalization, 
that western thought has treated man and the cosmos in three distinct modes. Thus: 

"The first, the supernatural or the transcendental, has focused on God, 
treating man as a part of the Divine Creation. A second, the natural or 
the scientific, has focused on Nature and treat man as part of the 
natural order like other organisms. The third, the humanistic has 
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focused on man, and on human experience as the starting point for 
man's knowledge of himself, of God and of Nature" (16). 

In line with the above therefore, he argues further that, 

"One of the great attractions of classical Greek thought was that it was 
man, rather than God-centred. Here, Socrates was particularly revered 
because, as Cicero said, he brought philosophy down from heaven to 
earth". 

The constant demand of the humanists was for philosophy to become a school of 
human life, addressing itself to the common problems of humanity (Bulluck 18). 

In the words of G. O. Ozumba, "philosophical and scientific development was the 
aftermath of the attendant challenges which different nations and people faced. The 
result for him is that their critical response have risen to a pattern of thought which 
became regarded as rational and philosophical (Asouzu, 2). 

Communal African humanism which is the focus of this work is a philosophy of 
existence founded on existentialism, a philosophical position which avers that the 
starting point for every philosophical investigation is concrete human existence. 
According to Osam Osam Edim, what the existentialist however agree on is that all 
philosophy must reflect the burden of human existence and the predicament of daily 
living (Asouzu 167). 

The above philosophical cum existential principles has always guided the Itigidi 
people or culture as they strive for mutual co-existence. 

Humanism and its Historical Origin 

Humanism is basically a philosophical school of thought centered on the autonomy of 
the human being as a rational being, possessing the source of truth and right. It is 
human reason rather than any external authority whose goal is the greatest good for 
our existence. Leona C. Gabel posits further that the basic ideals of humanism is 
summed up in the dictum of the Greek philosopher protagoras "Man is the measure of 
all things" (553). 

Paul Edward avers that, 

"Humansim was a protagorean philosophy that made 
man the measure of all things. Man is the sole and only 
limit whence one must start and back to who 
everything must return" (508). 

In a nutshell, this school of humanism opines that humanism is an activity or 
reflective enterprise which concentrates on the ability of man as having the rational 
capability which alone possess the source of truth and right. In other words, man is 
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the architect of his beliefs and has the conclusive say of its outcome. It all depends on 
man "as the measure of all things, of the things that are that they are, and of the things 
that are not, that they are not" (553). 

Jean Paul Sartre in a related postulation, says that humanism means "Man is nothing 
else but that which he makes himself1 (28). This position explains that to be truly 
human is to act and choose without relying on any theory of human nature for a 
guarantee that one is right, since one's humanity and values are created by one's own 
choices and commitments, for which one must answer oneself. It is also, "Any system 
of thought belief or action which centres about human or mundane things to the 
exclusion of the divine" (486). 

In this sense, humanism is an approach to life that places special emphasis on the 
importance of human affairs in this world, and gives preference for the contemplative 
life which stresses the dignity and limitless potentialities of man. It is a belief in the 
mere human nature of Christ, a devotion to human interest or the humanities. Those 
who hold this view point that humanism is based on a policy of atheism, holding 
religion to be a superstition unworthy of serious thought. They belief that God does 
not exist, and so, man should not concern himself about his existence, that the 
attributes given to God as most powerful, all knowing and infinite is illusive arid not 
necessary. 

Humanism is also understood as "a secular and anthropocentric philosophy which 
sought to dignify and ennoble man, and regard man as the crown of creation" (432). 
Cuddon quotes Hamlet when he says; "What a piece of work is man. How noble in 
reason, how infinite in faculty. In action, how like an angle in apprehension, how like 
a god. The beauty of the world. The paragon of animals". For this school of thought, 
humanism helped to civilize man, to make him realize his potential powers and gifts, 
and to reduce the discrepancy between potentiality and attainment. Put differently, it 
was a movement that was at once a product of and a contraction to a certain prevalent 
skepticism; a way of dealing with the disequilibrium created by the conflict between 
belief and doubt. 

Another way of looking at Humanism, is that every humanism is either grounded in 
metaphysics or is itself 'made to be the ground of one. Every determination of the 
essence of man that already presupposes an interpretation of being without asking 
about the truth of being whether knowingly or not, is metaphysical" (210). 

Nevertheless humanism has some religious elements. This is the position of Simone 
Weil. He points to the fact that "true humanism is the Christian faith. That the errors 
of our time are the result of Christianity minus supernatural element due to 
secularization and humanism" (97). Implicitly, Weil advises that we should be 
discrete in dealing with humanism. While he points to the Christian faith as the true 
humanism to follow. 
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This for him is true Christianity which sees God as the supreme against atheistic 
humanism which reflects the existence and supremacy of God, the designer and 
controller of the human beings and all other creatures, and of course the one who 
gives them their potential values. 

According to Konrad Hecker in the article "Humanism: general" there are four types 
of humanism. These types include: enlightenment, existentialist, Christian and 
Marxist humanism. 

Enlightenment humanism is a type of humanism which concerned itself with "merely 
rationalizing theology in favour of or in opposition to religion" (668). It is as much 
entangled in resentment as is Christian Platonism. It does not proceed from the 
primacy of a receptive yes and amen saying but begins not only with a "No" to the 
divine, but also with a No to existence as it is at present. 

Existentialist humanism holds that man is nothing else but that which he makes of 
himself. For this school of thought, it posits that "to be truely human is to act and 
choose without relying on any theory of human nature for a guarantee that one is 
right, since one's humanity and values are created by one's own choice and 
commitments, for which one must answer oneself (666). For Hecker, it is to "produce 
its own concrete expression in freedom, in the resolve which recognizes its absolute 
responsibility to all in face of a given decision." 

Christian humanism begin by asking whether life without God is even possible. 
According to this school of thought, "the truth of human existence is the 
eschatological {end time}transformation of man by God which surpasses the greatest 
possibilities of man's self-realization within history." In a nutshell, the views of this 
humanists in other words means that to be fully human requires one to be religious, at 
least a Christian, for it is through love of one's creator that a person begins to feel love 
for his/her fellow human being. 

Marxist humanism beliefs that man is able or capable of completely realising its goal 
of all given possibilities. It holds that "man is his own creator, in the sense that all 
objective reality, man inclusive is the product of his own labour. The successful 
implementation of the ways of life, social policy, by which purposeful planning of 
production, for the ideal of persons at one with himself and in harmony with others - 
that is the total man."16 Thus it beliefs in improved production method for the 
satisfaction of man. 

The Western scholars have also identified themselves with the movement or 
humanistic speculation. Thus the western type of humanism include, Christian 
humanism, Roman humanism and Marxist humanism. 

Christian humanism as a type of western humanism is a school of thought which "sort 
to prove the existence of God, and rely on a belief in an "Unmoved mover" or "first 
course", God. They advocate that, without God, why would anyone bother to act 
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morally. For this group of humanist, the fear of God's wrath "has no doubt kept many 
miscreants in line. They add that if God were no more, all hell would break loose". 

Another type of western humanism is the Koman form. This type of humanism looks 
to a personal deity, but one who was closer to the toys of life than the Judeo-Christian 
divinity and whose laws were not merely predicted on the principle of "Thou shall 
not. What this school of thought argues is that "the most universal essence of man is 
that man is a "rational animal. That man has the capacity to achieve individual 
prediction and the ability to perfectly assess and to guide all affairs of human 
existence in the universe." Essentially, those who have opined this view are saying 
that man's reason is capable of solving his problem here on earth. 

The third type of humanism which represents the western type is the Marxist 
"Humanism. This brand of western humanism advocates the view that the spiritual 
and practical activity of the individual and states should be guided by the interest of 
individual "Human beings. That is, Marxist "humanism belief in the goal of the 
communist movement to organise society in such a way 'that every member of it can 
develop. This implies that this school of thought upholds freedom which allows basic 
conditions of society whereby the ideals of humanism is the free development of each, 
for the free development of all." 

From the definitions, discussion and explanation of humanism as presented from the 
various schools of thought, it is clear as one would observe that the meaning of 
humanism as postulated by Paul Edward in his encyclopedia of philosophy, and 
presented in the dictionary of philosophy and psychology, penguin dictionary of 
religion, a dictionary of literary terms and literary theory, as well as that advocated by 
Samuel argue that humanism has its root or origin from a different race. Thus, Tim 
Madigan in the article "Afterword: The answer of Humanism." quotes Martin Bernal 
in his monumental cum controversial book "Black Athena: The Afroasiatic Roots of 
classical civilization." where he argued that humanism is rooted in the late-Egyptian 
concept that human beings are capable of becoming gods. He believes: 

"The belief that humanity has divinity within itself is essentially 
Egyptian or African, and was transmitted to modern Europe through 
hermetic texts. These texts drew on Egyptian tradition, are mystical 
and place great stress on the divinity of humanity. Some of these texts 
were known in the West and were referred to by the earliest humanist; 
but the big wave of neoplatonic thought came about during the 1470s, 
after a mass of these texts were discovered. They were extraordinarily 
influential. They influenced magic for instance, which in a way 
related to humanism in that the 

James M. Baldwin supports the above position by arguing that; 
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"The home of the earlier humanism was Italy, whose historical 
connection with classical antiquity was more direct than that of the other 
nations of Western Europe; where inspite of the destruction of the Dark 
Ages, there remained remnants of ancient especially Roman, literature 
and art; and which in the 15 century came into closer relations with the 
scholarship and the literary treasures of the Eastern empire. 

Here, humanism only began during the renaissance, with their interest in determining 
the proper place of human beings in the cosmos, with renewed fervor to the philosophies of 
Ancient Greece and Rome, as inaugurated in such schools as that of the sophist, the skeptics, 
the stoic and the cynics. This is because these schools to some extent, stopped looking to the 
stars for answers to the basic questions of human existence but tried to rely upon their own 
resources for solutions. 

However, some scholars in a contrary opinion 

James M. Baldwin supports the above position by arguing that; 

"The home of the earlier humanism was Italy, whose historical 
connection with classical antiquity was more direct than that of the other 
nations of Western Europe; where inspite of the destruction of the Dark 
Ages, there remained remnants of ancient especially Roman, literature 
and art; and which in the 15 century came into closer relations with the 
scholarship and the literary treasures of the Eastern empire. 

Here, humanism only began during the renaissance, with their interest in determining 
the proper place of human beings in the cosmos, with renewed fervor to the philosophies of 
Ancient Greece and Rome, as inaugurated in such schools as that of the sophist, the skeptics, 
the stoic and the cynics. This is because these schools to some extent, stopped looking to the 
stars for answers to the basic questions of human existence but tried to rely upon their own 
resources for solutions. 

However, some scholars in a contrary opinion 

James M. Baldwin supports the above position by arguing that; 

"The home of the earlier humanism was Italy, whose historical connection 

with classical antiquity was more direct than that of the other nations of 

Western Europe; where inspite of the destruction of the Dark Ages, there 

remained remnants of ancient especially Roman, literature and art; and 

which in the 15 century came into closer relations with the scholarship and 

the literary treasures of the Eastern empire. 
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Here, humanism only began during the renaissance, with their interest in 

determining the proper place of human beings in the cosmos, with renewed fervor to the 

philosophies of Ancient Greece and Rome, as inaugurated in such schools as that of the 

sophist, the skeptics, the stoic and the cynics. This is because these schools to some extent, 

stopped looking to the stars for answers to the basic questions of human existence but tried to 

rely upon their own resources for solutions. 

However, some scholars in a contrary opinion argue that humanism has its root or 

origin from a different race. Thus, Tim Madigan in the article "Afterword: The answer of 

Humanism." quotes Martin Bernal in his monumental cum controversial book "Black Athena: 

The Afroasiatic Roots of classical civilization." where he argued that humanism is rooted in 

the late-Egyptian concept that human beings are capable of becoming gods. He believes: 

"The belief that humanity has divinity within itself is essentially Egyptian 

or African, and was transmitted to modern Europe through hermetic texts. 

These texts drew on Egyptian tradition, are mystical and place great stress 

on the divinity of humanity. Some of these texts were known in the West 

and were referred to by the earliest humanist; but the big wave of 

neoplatonic thought came about during the 1470s, after a mass of these 

texts were discovered. They were extraordinarily influential. They 

influenced magic for instance, which in a way related to humanism in that 

the magician supposedly has the power to control outside force, rather 

than praying to those forces. But they also had a more general influence. 

So though you could say that the atheist tradition can only be traced back 

to Greek and Latin thinkers, humanism, in the centrality of the person is a 

very Egyptian idea (43)". 

From Martin Bernal's extensively quoted portion it means that humanism is an idea 

which has its root in Africa. While the West copied it through sealed books that were known 

to them. For although ancient atheists deny the existence of a divinity of any sort, and claim 

humanism to be of Greek origin, the truth remains that humanism first originated or had its 

root in Egypt in Africa. However, this argues that humanism originated neither from West nor 

Africa, but from human curiosity, in search of truth about reality. 
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African Humanism and its Root 

The idea of humanism in the African perspective can be examined and explained from 

different angles. This includes, African humanism as man centered, diminish "man. He 

maintains that science one of the chief idols of the modern world, must not be allowed to 

serve any lesser god than the greater humanizing of man. He continues, that was, the needless 

taking of human life, cruelty of all kinds whether committed by the state or the individual, the 

degradation of any human being, class or race, under whatever specious plea of justification 

are intolerable crimes against the religion of mankind, abominable to its ethical mind, 

forbidden by its primary tenets to be fought against always and tolerated not at all, thus man 

must be sacred to man. 

Kaunda, further added that it is the centerednes of African humanism on man which 

serves as the driving power behind much that mankind has accomplished through men and 

women of many races and all ages, through its humanized concepts of works, law and 

punishment, its treatment of the weak and underprivileged. This for him, has stimulated 

philanthropy and charity, and put a curb on oppression and minimized its most brutal aspects 

(47). 

The centerdnes of African humanism on man is also expressed by E. A. Ruch and K. 

C. Anyanwu. For them "the traditional face of African includes an attitude towards man which 

can only be described, in its social African humanism as a reaction to colonialism, African 

humanism as a socialism, African humanism as a communal humanism, and African 

humanism as a Christian humanism. 

Newell S. Booth writes that "African humanism is epitomised by African religion 

which is centered more in man than in God or in nature (210)". This is because according to 

him, ideally, the African religionist belief that man has within his power the means for a 

happy and significant life. 

Similarly, Kenneth Kaunda in the article U"The Religious Phenomenon of African-

Uness". advocates that "Zambian humanism, the political philosophy which he has given to his 

country' rest on the premise that man is the paramount creation of God," enunciating this 

humanism which is man centered he meant firstly, that no earthly idol, whether the state, the 
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family or anything else ought to take priority over respect for mankind. That they are only 

worthy of respect in so far as they are images of the human spirit, enshrined in its presence 

and aid its fulfillment, but that where the cult of such idols seeks to usurp the place of the 

spirit, these should be put aside. He adds that no injunctions of old creeds religions, political, 

social or cultural are valid if they manifestations, as being socialist. This arises according to them 

from the fact that man is regarded in Africa as primarily a spiritual being, a being endowed 

originally with a certain inward dignity, integrity and value (329)". In a nutshell, these African 

humanist, are of the view that man is the head of creation. That man for this reason should be 

dignified and respected. He is a being with certain social inclination towards other beings 

around him, that this being called man has equally inherent in him values which are original to his 

nature. 

The second dimension of African humanism, is its emergence as a reaction to 

colonialism. Kenneth Kaunda in his book U"A humanist in Africa"U argues that "humanism can and 

must be realized in the form of nationalism locally and in form of African unity at the level of 

the continent. And that the typical African reaction is that they want humanism to replace 

racialism, nationalism to replace colonialism and a generous development to replace the static 

economy. (31)". This humanism according to Kaunda, is to put back or regain into the African 

economy riot merely man as a mechanical unit of production, but the whole man, body and 

soul. 

This dimension of African humanism according to this African humanist is the socio-political 

and economic movement by the African against the ills of the colonial masters who subjugated, 

dominated and exploited the cultural, political, social, economic and material wealth of Africans 

in the name of leading us to civilization. "The efforts made in this direction of African 

experience of humanism can be seen in the works of our nationalist, which include men like 

Nnamdi Azikiwe, Kwame Nkrumah, Senghor, Nyerese and Kaunda to mention but a few, 

(330)" 

The concept of African humanism has also been described as a form of socialism. According to 

E. A. Ruch and K. C. Anyanwu, the socialism which is sought for, "is African, and because it is 

African, it must be humanistic, since the whole of traditional African value system is humanistic, 

that is, centered on man (305)". They argue that as socialism, African humanism fulfils the 
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requirement of the common good in preference to private or sectional interests, thus ensuring the 

equality of all men and forestalls the exploitation of man by man. They add that African socialism as a 

form of humanism, aims at the respect which is due to man's dignity as a rational being, against all 

forms of racialism and against any system which would use man as a means rather than as an end in 

himself. In addition, this socialism which is humanistic, is also African because it wishes to respect 

the African values, not merely as they existed in a traditional society which cannot be truly 

reconstructed, but as developed in a modem way upon the foundations of African traditions. 

K. Nkrumah supports the above view when he argued and "linked democracy and 

socialism as being two aspects of socio-economic and political life which are rooted in the same 

humanistic African attitude (197)". 

The democratic nature of African humanism as pointed by Nkrumah is stressed by K. A. Busia 

when he points out that; "when a council, each member of which was the representative of lineage, 

met to discuss matters affecting the whole community, it had always to grapple with problem of 

reconciling sectional and common interests. In order to do this the members had to talk things 

over. They had to listen to all the different points of view. So strong was the value of solidarity 

that the chief aim of the councilors was to reach unanimity, and they talked till this was reached 

(7)". Busia argues further that this traditional democracy was built up in such a way as to 

avoid not only the breakdown of the tribal solidarity through minority or majority 

factionalism, but also to avoid making decisions by compromise which, while trying to keep 

everybody happy, do not really satisfy anybody. Hence traditional democracy always 

attempted to reach decisions by general consensus of all members. 

On the other hand, the socialism inherent in African humanism is pin-pointed by 

Julius Myerere. According to him, "this socialism is based upon, the grass root village 

arrangement."P

35
P He advocates further that African socialist humanism is opposed to the 

capitalist spirit of acquisition, individualism, exploitation of man by man, class struggle and 

conflicts, rather it is a type based on ujamaa or family villages with mutual cooperation and 

collaboration. It is a socialist humanism which is egalitarian and communalistic. 

African humanism has also assumed another dimension known as Christian humanism. 

According to Aylward shorter, this African Christian humanism is also called African 

spirituality. For him, His essentially revolutionary, it is a four-fold revolt. "Firstly it is the 
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revolt against materialism on the one hand and against a shallow religiosity on the other. 

Secondly, it is a revolt against a world that conspires to dehumanize, a white world in which 

the structures are validated through their injustice to the black man. It is a revolt against 

unfair structures of a white church. Thirdly, it is a revolt against cultural passivity, against 

being a mere consumer of the products of western civilization. It is a call to a new creativity 

that has its roots in the African past. Finally, it is a revolt against a purely internal religion, a 

religion that is inward looking and unaware of the community". 

Kenneth Kaunda who also advocated a Christian humanism argues that "man must be the 

servant of a vision which is bigger than himself. That his path is illumined by God's 

revelation and that when he shows love towards his fellow man, he is sharing the very life of 

God, who is love (242)". For him, the besetting sin of the humanist is pride. The significance 

of Jesus Christ is surely that he spells death to our pride by showing us how far short of God's 

design for us we are. In this humanism otherwise African spirituality, Kaunda believes that, 

only if man is seen as more than a mere machine, as a brother in Christ, called to the eternal 

destiny of a child of God, does it make more than merely pragmatic sense to one's life, work 

or effort. This African humanism he contends further is based on love. According to  him,  it 

is  love  which  brings  man's individual ac's into a unity of totality with the person himself: 

Love totalizes us in the sense of making us aware of ourselves as persons. It is by loving 

others that we transcend ourselves and thus grow personally. 

Humanity and Africa as a whole can only be totalized and given social cohesion 

through love. That "any political system and any international organisation which relies 

exclusively on socio-economic techniques or on laws and police enforcement must fail. That 

it is based on structures to which man is subjected or on fear which robs him of his dignity. 

For the sacrifice the part to the whole, the person to the collectivity (243)". 

From the views above, one would see clearly that this African humanism is a brand which 

asserts the value of man with an attempt to cloth him in divine attributes. It is a humanism 

opposed to historical western humanism which is seen as an alternative to the supernatural 

interpretation of life. This western humanist, confident in the power truth of science, rejected 

theistic religion, by putting man in God's place as the ultimate reality. On the other hand, one 

would equally see that, it is a revolutionary movement by the Africans against all forms of 
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materialism, shallow religiosity,   dehumanization  of man,   against  unfair structures of the 

whites, cultural passivity and other evils from alien rule. 

A. M. Babu in his writing UAfrican Socialism or Socialist AfricaU criticized Kaunda's 

humanism on the basis that, according to him, "It stems from the Christian concept of the 

brotherhood of mankind. That as long as there are exploiter and exploited classes there can be 

no brotherhood of man, no humanity or humanism (65)". 

However, one can see that Babu's argument or criticism does not hold water, this is 

because African humanism existed among the Africans ever since and before the coming of 

Christianity with the whites. His argument is an unwarranted generalisation, base on 

insufficient knowledge. Moreso, the logic situation is -unfounded because, the fact that there 

are exploiter and exploited class does not mean that man cannot be his brother's keeper. Also 

experience shows that African humanism is still existing in the mist of such criticisms. This is 

explained through its communal humanism yet to be discussed. 

According to Newell S. Booth in his writing UAfrican Religions; A symposium. U "African 

humanism is not individualistic; but it is a communal humanism. This communal humanism 

in Africa is related to the concept of wholeness in Africa. He believes that in Africa, the 

sacred is manifested not so much by separation as by unity. This means that the African man 

finds his fulfillment not as a separate individual but as a participant in a family and a 

community (7)". In other words the well-being of each individual in Africa depends on the 

preservation or restoration of one's relationship with his other family members or 

community. 

Julius Nyerere in his UUjamaa: The Basis of African Socialism,U claims that "the 

social structure of African society is basically an extension of the unit conceived as an 

integrated organism. It is for him a society where everybody is linked with one another in a 

well-structured pattern. On the basis of this, Nyerere says it is humanistic, moreso because, it 

has its focus on man, and insists on respect for human dignity". Similarly, Kwame Nkrumah 

is of the opinion that "African humanism is communalistic in nature. This is shown when he 

proposed his thesis on the egalitarian and humanitarian nature of African society. He writes 

that what underlies African society originally was its humanist principle (196)". 
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Put differently, these African humanists above in brief argue that Africa's gift to world 

culture is in the realm of human relationship. The colonialist may talk often, about what they 

taught Africans, but this African humanist believes that the African has been all the time 

much nearer the heart of things. That is the African strives to bring about a great unity of all 

members through cooperation with one another in order to achieve its goal. 

African communal humanism is characterized by traits which are shaped by culture 

and tradition in the African personality. They enjoy meeting and talking with people for their 

own sake and not merely for what they are doing, what class they belong to or for their 

productive usefulness. He is patient with trails and is used to his dependence on nature; he is 

forgiving, his anger usually does not last long. This is shown in the speed with which he has 

overcome his resentment at having been for long under colonial domination. He loves 

rhythm, music and dance, all of which are physical expressions of man's life-force. 

The above characteristics according to Kaunda "forms a much more natural basis of 

humanistic attitudes than the life style of Europe where machines and gadgets, the time-

clocks and statistics, the political structures and the ideologies are often more important than 

the people at whose service they ought to be used (233)P

M
P. 

Having classified the concept of African humanism, it would be pertinent to trace its root 

firstly to the fact that the African belief that man has within his power, the means for a happy 

and significant life. And so ought to be respected, dignified, ennobled and never to be 

diminished. Secondly, it has its root in the reaction of the Africans against all forms of 

colonialism, racialism, exploitation and domination. That is, in the African effort to regain its 

dignity against the dehumanizing treatment of the colonialist. Thirdly, its root is traced to the 

effort of Africans to fulfill the requirement of the common good in preference to private or 

sectional interest, thus ensuring the equality of all men, and forestalling the exploitation of 

man by man. The root of African humanism is also traced to the revolt of Africans against 

materialism, shallow r e l i g i o s i t y ,  dehumanization, unfair structure of a white church, 

cultural passivity-,being a mere consumer of products from western civilization, and in the 

call to a new creativity rooted in African past, and moreso, in the call to love one another in 

Africa. Finally, African humanism is rooted in the attempt of the African to debunk the 

erroneous claim of the other continent, that Africans had no peculiar way of life, and to 
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inform them that Africans had a humanistic way of life, which was not individualistic but 

communalistic in the sense that in Africa, man finds his fulfillment not as a separate 

individual, but as a participant in a family and a community. 

AFRICAN COMMUNALISM 

In Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, communalism is conceived as a system that integrates 
communal ownership and federations of highly localized independent communities, As a 
political philosophy, communalism was first coined by the well known libertarian socialist 
author and activist Murray Bookchin, who further defines communalism as a theory of 
government or a system of government in which independent communities participate in a 
federation as well as the principles and practice of communal ownership. For Kwame, 
Gyekye, communalism is the doctrine or doctrine that the communality (or group) is the 
focus of activities of the individual   member   of      the   society   (36).   Africa Economic 
Development Institute (AEDI) in one of its special articles defines communalism as a strong 
allegiance limited to one's own ethnic group, commonly based on sharing history and 
cultures, characterized by collective cooperation and ownership by members of a community. 
Here, those that are from different ethnic groups or communities do not interact much 
(Uwww.africaecon.orgU). Tunde Obadina corroborates the above definition, when he defines 
communalism to mean, the strong identity with and devotion to the interest of one's own 
minority or ethnic group rather than those of society as a whole. It is a form of nationalism at 
the sub-national level. He posits further that communalism is based on the assumption of 
common Identity - belief that people belong to specific groups, sharing history, language, 
culture and historic space. Here, membership of the group is strictly determined by the 
criteria that define the community and afford members rights and loyalty. Hence, like 
nationalism, communalism often extends from mere affirmation of the dignity of one's one 
people to the proclamation of their superiority and denial of the c l a i m s  and 
n e e d s  of o t h e r s  (Uwww, afriaeconomcianaly sis. orgU). 

Polycarp Ikueobe conceptualizes communalism as both an African conceptual framework 
and a set of cultural practices that prioritize the role and function of the collective group over 
the individual in a worldwide context (329). 

Aborisade Olasunkanim agrees with the above view, when he argued that 
communalism in Africa is a system that is both supersensible and material in its terms of 
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reference. Both, according to (Noami 1992) as quoted by Aborisade are found in a society 
that is believed by the Africans to be originally god-made because it transcends the people 
who live in it now and it is man-made because it cannot be culturally understood independent 
of those who live in it. Here, Aborisade avers that the Africans emphasize community life 
and communalism as a living principle of which the basic ideology is community - identity. 
Their aims therefore are to produce and present an individual as a community and a culture 
bearer (Uwww.Krepybtother.com U 1). 

It is in light of Aborisade's idea above that Kaphagawani opined as quoted by J. K. Kigongo 
that to assert African communalism (and the authoritarianism of the elders) is not in any way 
to imply that traditional Africans know no concept of their communities. Rather, African 
communalism for him, presumes pluralism in that it is essentially a voluntary pooling 
together of independent and differing efforts and capabilities that makes the African 
communal life what it is. thus, in this system, the young are not ontologically less human 
than the elders. For this reason, Tempels argued that the name is the very r e a l i t y  of the 
i n d i v i d u a l  (Uww.crvp.org/bookyseries02/ U11 -2/chapter iv.htm). 

The implication here is that the authentic African is known and identified in, by and 
through his community. The community is the custodian of the individual, hence, he must go 
where the community goes. The individual must go to the community centre. It is the 
communal village square, which is a social, political, judicial and religious centre. It is the 
communal meeting place for political discussions, communal tribunals, sports and games. In 
trying to support the above, Sogolo asks a simple question, "How is the African conceived as 
an individual and what is his place in the community?" In response, he posits that "there 
seems to be a consensus among such scholars as Nyerere, Nkrumah, Senghor and a host of 
others that man in Africa is not just a social being but a being that is inseparable from his 
community. Similarly, Mbiti as quoted by Sogolo, argues that "only in terms of other people 
does the individual become conscious of his own being, his own duties, his privileges and 
responsibilities towards himself and towards other people' (191). 

In otherwords, culture is a community property and must therefore be community protected. 
In the words of Steve Biko: "We regard our living together not as an unfortunate mishap 
warranting endless competition among us, but as a deliberate act of God to make us community 
of brothers and sisters jointly involved in the quest for a composite answer to the varied 
problems of life. Hence, in all we do, we always place man first and hence all our action is usually 
joint or community oriented action rather than the individualism" (12). Essentially, the African 
man is therefore not egoistic, but altruistic, he loves his neighbour, and above all, adheres and 
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obeys the golden rule of do unto others, what you would want them to do unto you. The 
community is t he foundation of all activities; the source of all wisdom and the individual life is 
sustained and destroyed through the community. 

A person is not supposed to be an atom, which bears no relationship to other people 
except when he wants to use them as means of fulfilling his own desires, rather a person is a social 
being who exist because of others (Bamikole 38). 

Social cohesion according to D. N. Kaphagawani, is a state of affairs whereby individuals in the 
society consistently pursue certain fundamental virtues on the basis of enhancing a common or 
social good. And in the African traditional sense, it is called African communalism. 
Kaphagawani calls it the social structure which pervades  traditional Africa in which every 
member voluntarily cooperates. In trying to place the origin of this lifestyle in Africa. 
Kaphagawani argued in his discussion on the role of traditional education as further quoted by 
Kigongo, that epistemological authoritarianism was rampant in traditional Africa precisely 
because the elders were the only one held to have all knowledge and wisdom, so that what they 
said had to be believed without questioning. This situation, led to a political advantage and 
political authoritarianism, from which emerged the core of political leadership in the 
traditional society. At this juncture, he explains that through epistemological and political 
manipulation they invoke the virtues of African communalism. 

Heinz Kimmerle while writing on Ubuntu and communalism in African philosophy and Art 
quotes Leopold S. Songhor thus, the traditional African societies show harmonious forms of 
life without any antagonism of classes, as it is presupposed in the Marxist type of theory, where 
there is an ethics of mutual help and of caring for each other. The absence of private ownership of the 
land or other means of production leading to inequality among members of the society. That is 
the c o r e  of what he calls communalism(rozenberquarterly.com/Ubuntu-and-communalism-
in-Africa-Philosophy-and-art). Moreso, the ideas of communalism further implies a way of 
decision-making which is based on consensus. This consensus is found through dialogues, 
such that, in a meeting where political decisions are taken, everybody has to participate and 
to speak. In the words of Julius Nyerere it means we talk until we agree. Such characteristic 
has also been noted by Nyasani as quoted by Kimmerle, that 'we' of the living member of the 
community are part of a flow of life that is passing through them from the past to the future. 
Similarly, as further quoted by Kimmerle Tschiamalenga Ntumba in a linguistic research has 
shown that there is a prevailing role of the community in African theory and practice. 

To sum up all the above, Kimmerle argued that in the notions of Ubuntu and communalism 
the African community spirit is epitomized. This implies that there is a high estimation of the 
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community in African thought and practice, higher than that of the individual, but not at the 
cost of forgetting the individual person. This is so because a person is a person in the 
community and through the others of his or her community. This is because it is a culture of 
mutual help, of caring for each other and sharing with each other by means of dialogues. 
Kimmerle points out that all these attributes of communalism does not happen in an idealized 
way, and so there existed issues like struggles between members of a community, envy, 
hatred and so on. But inspite of such human traits, every member can rely on support from 
somebody of the extended family in serious trouble or in danger of life. Kimmerle expatriates 
on the above, by positing that what remains true of the communalist ideas is that among the 
numbers of the extended families and villages in traditional African societies mutual help was 
and is a widespread trait of the social life. To further substantiate on this, he explains that in a 
circumstance where a member of a family or a village is in great difficulties he or she is 
usually not left alone. Rather, somebody will be there to help or to s h o w  a way out of the 
predicament(rexenborgquarter.com/Ubuntu.and-communalism-in-Africa Philosophy-and-art). 

Under communalism, the small community was said to be the main unit of government. 
Every adult participated both, in decision-making and also in the execution of those 
decisions. Each gave according to his ability. There is a communal government where public 
decisions were openly arrived at, issues are raised and discussed openly. Discussing-making 
is thus a process of the resolution of views among all the citizens (Oyewole 38). For Nyerere 
as quoted by Sogolo, African socialism is found in the potential human and social resources 
of traditional African communalism, which derives from our grass-roots and the village 
solidarity that marked traditional Africa society (197). This view is similarly supported and 
argued by K. Nkrumah when he opined that "traditional Africa", society is egalitarian in 
structure. He expresses the view that the communalistic nature of Africa, meant that there is 
no class antagonism or exploitation. However, although he agree that communalism in Africa 
seem a thing of the past. Nkrumah claims that African society is still communistic in spirit. 
He advocates further that liberalism, individualism, elitism, fascism, imperialism, colonialism 
and neocolonialism are the products of the bourgeous ideology. But that traditional African 
society is not capitalist, it is egalitarian and communalistic. Capitalism he says is 
irreconcilable with the egalitarian and communalism of traditional African society (Ruch and 
Anyanwu 392). 

E. A. Ruch and K. C. Anyanwu in their book African Philosophy: An Introduction 
to The Main Philosophical Trend in Contemporary Africa, posits that the idea of the original 
value of man imposes duties of a socialist kind upon us. Herein lies the theoretical basis of 
African communalism. This theoretical basis express itself on the social level in terms of 
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institutions such as the clan underlying the initial equality of all and the responsibility of 
many for one (329). 

African communalism can be compared to fraternalism. It is fraternal, not in the sense that it 
designates some multiple associations which combines some social character with a financial 
co-operation, but in the sense that it symbolizes a form of life of a people whose different 
members are held together by some parental link. It is moreso fraternal because, the link 
existing between members of the community is blood relationship and kinship, this is because 
all descended from common ancestors. In this sense, group membership is very real to the 
Africa. This means that nobody can detach from his community for the community is the 
vehicle through which religion the life wire of the people is practiced. In otherwords, the 
individual apart from the community is not anything real. This communalism is characterized 
by its different view of man. Man, for it, is man not on account of his colour or religion, but 
because he acts and lives in the community, in so far as he participates in the life of the 
community. This participation constitutes his being as a man. "The individual can only say I 
am because we are, and since we are, therefore I am" (Nze5,6). 

According to A. Shorter, African communalism is a mutual society. It is organized to satisfy 
the basic human needs of all its members. Most resources such as land is communally owned 
for the benefit of everyone. If for example, a villager requires a new hut, all the men would 
cut trees to erect the frame and bring grass for thatching, the women did the mud-plastering 
for the walls. In the same spirit, the able-bodied would accept responsibility for tending and 
harvesting the gardens of the sick and informed. The hungry stranger could without penalty, 
enter the gardens of the village and take, say a bunch of banana to satisfy his hunger. His 
action only became theft if he took more than was necessary to satisfy his needs (139). He 
argues further that the slow, inept and incapable were accepted as a valid element in 
community life, adding that in such societies, old people are accepted and regarded as a 
privilege to look after them their counsel he maintained are sought on many matters. 
Furthermore, this Africa communalism according to him is an inclusive one because the title 
father is not restricted to only one's father but also to his father's brother, and also addresses 
his or her mother's sister as mother (139). 

At this juncture, it is pertinent to understand what extended family system means in 
the African traditional setting. 
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EXTENDED FAMILY SYSTEM 

Nelson Graburn in his book Readings in Kinship and Social Structure, advocates that an 
extended family consist of two or more nuclear families- wife relationship, that is by joining 
the nuclear family of a married adult to that of his parents. According to him, "the patri-local 
extended family often called the patriarchal family, furnishes an excellent example. It 
embraces typically, an older man, his married sons, and the wives and children of the latter. 
In other words, three generations including the nuclear families of father and sons, live under 
a single roof or in a cluster of adjacent dwellings". (359). 

A distinguishing characteristic of the way of life of the African is the predominance 
of the extended system. In the traditional African society, the family includes not only 
husband, wife and children but also grandparents, uncles, aunts, and others who may have 
their own children. In this sense, a number of kindred living with their wives and children 
come together as one large family. This is because all the members of this family can trace 
their common descent, and share a common living place or house-group, they enjoy some 
consciousness of their identity and a sense of solidarity. 

In this traditional setting, "the family also includes the departed relatives who 
although they are dead, are alive in the memories of their surviving families, and are thought 
to be still interested in the affairs of the family to which they once belonged in their physical 
life" (3). C. Nze argues further in his book Aspects of African Communalism that those yet 
unborn are equally members of this extended family. It upholds 

the recycling of the dead into the living members of the family through reincarnation. 
Through this procedure, the population of families fed and kept up and great bond between the 
living and the dead is maintained. Hence, that in the traditional African society the bond of 
relationships is based on the fact that every individual is a brother or sister, father or mother, 
grandmother or grandfather and cousin to everybody else. In otherwords, it believes that 
'everybody is related to everybody else and for him, this principle is the basis of the life in the 
African community, and the fountain-head of African society constitutes a social security 
scheme which has an advantage of a natural pattern of personal relationship, rather than being 
the responsibility of an institute. (Shorter, 139). 

From the above views, one would see that the extended family system is inseparable 
from the traditional African society. This is because, it forms the basis for the communalistic 
living of the African people which stems from the solidarity of the entire families and 
individuals in the community. This extended family system as a matter of fact form the bed-
rock of the communal humanism of the African world view. It is humanistic because it 
stresses the brotherly love which holds everybody together and demands everyone to be his 
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brother's keeper. It discourages the dehumanization, exploitation and domination of each 
other, but seeks to better the living condition of all in all ramification and at all time, in all 
circumstances. 

Brief History of Itigidi 

Itigidi otherwise known as Ibam Okolibo is a community whose history is tracable 

to the history and migration of the Agbo clan. A heterogenous group of the upper Cross River. 

The Agbo people "first identified themselves as a distinct clan near the southern 

bank of River Benue. The clan comprised twelve villages each located next to the other. 

Their habitation was bounded by Tiv settlements."P

1
P B. A. Bassey explains further that the 

settlement of the Agboans was always disturbed by frequent wars and boundary skirmishes 

perpetrated by their Tiv neighbours. Being that they were less in number compared to the 

Tivs, the Agboans decided to move to a more secure settlement. That while they progressed 

in the migratory journey, one village moved eastward to Oban Hills while the other eleven 

moved southward. Two of the eleven settled at places along the migration route. One of them 

was Otigidi in the present Wanokom area while the other was Atam Nselle in the present 

Ikom Local Government Area. 

The remaining nine villages he said moved on to Ishielu Ibam Egwu or Ikwo in the now 

Abakaliki Local Government Area where they took up separate residence in-between Ibo 

settlements. These Ibo settlers soon found the Agboans as encroachers, this generated 

hostilities against the Agboans by the Ibos. This resulted in another migration of the Agboans 

whose then nine villages had to move further south to Enyim Itanga near AbbaOmege. 

Boundary disputes soon developed between the Ezza Ikwo and Abbaomege Ukahu 

against the Agboans. This led to the movement of the Agboans to Egbara. While in Egbara, 

the villages needs were not conveniently accommodated and that prompted the migration of 

individuals rather than bloc movement of the nine village units. 

Thus Itigidi moved a few kilometres away and settled at Equoti Land. The community was 

conprised of four villages, the Agba people settled at Ekpon Epiami, the Ikamine settled at 

Itumema, the Levachiel at Emin Ebe, while the Lekpachiel people settled at Ebe, being a few 

kilometers away from each other but with the same language and culture. From there a 

prominent chief of theirs undertook a hunting spree which took him to the bank of the Cross 
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River. For a spell of time he looked agape at the River, was fascinated by the clear water and 

finally hurried back to tell his other villagers, Chiefs of his discovery. Having considered the 

benefits of a coastal habitation like fish resources expected of such a big body of water, the 

Itigidi people with spontaneous jubilation packed to the Western bank of the Cross River and 

named the place "Ibam" meaning "Sound repose" 

Out of curiosity however, some of the Itigidi people crossed to the, opposite bank 

and settled there. Thus Itigidi people lived on both banks of the river, facing each other. 

Eventually, the Itigidi people who settled over the eastern bank, rejoined the others at the 

western bank because of threats by the Edibans of Bahomono. This reunion according to 

Ekpo Eyo Etta was necessitated by the need for the coiiective wading off of their enemies in 

the event of external aggression, linguistic affinity and cultural ties. 

Itigidi lies midway on the western bank of the Cross River. It is served by land and 

river routes. 

On land, it is approached from the eastern flank by making a westward turn at Ugep on the 

Calabar, Ikom highway, driving a distance of 9 kilometers to Ediba on the eastern bank of 

Cross River, and getting ferried across. Both Itigidi and Ediba lie opposite each other on 

either bank of the river. On the western flank, Itigidi is approached by making an eastward 

turn at Abba Omege on the Abakaliki-Afikpo trunk road and driving 16 kilometres to the 

bank of the Cross River. By river route Itigidi can be reached by sailing northwards from 

Calabar or Southwards from Ikom both on the Cross River. It occupies a position which is at 

longitude 8.5°E and latitude 5.9°N 

Facets of African Humanism in Itigidi Culture Political: Politically some forms or aspects 

of African humanism is exhibited in the culture of the Itigidi people. This is observed in the 

administration of the Itigidi town. This administration, is not an exclusive task of the Chief 

(Eval). Rather, it is the duty of the Itigidi consultative Assembly with the Chief and village 

heads as members. This body is made up of representatives from the different villages of 

Levachiel, Lekpachie, Agba, Emin-Ebol; and Ikamine. These representatives thus formed the 

Itigidi Consultative Assembly whose major functions are to deliberate on problems relating to 

the moral, religious legal, political, education, family, war, land and so on as there affect the 

Itigidi people. This body is also charged with the responsibility of taking decisions (final) on 
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the above issues. It is pertinent to state that deliberations and decisions reached in the Itigidi 

Consultative Assembly is not bias against any section of Itigidi, rather decisions reached are 

meant to better the living condition and happiness of all Itigidi people. 

This form of African humanism, which the Itigidi people exhibit as we have 

articulated above is supported by Godwin Sogolo when he asserted. 

"That prior to the importation of alien political   forms,   the   decision-

making process   in   traditional   African   was democratic even though 

it did not follow the western model of democracy. It was democracy by 

consensus in the sense that decisions were taken after a process of 

deliberation in which all those involved came to an unanimous 

agreement"( 192). 

According to K. A. Busia, as quoted by Sogolo in relation to the above, argue that the 

process was such that; "the members had to talk things over they had to listen to all the 

different point of view. That some have singled out this feature of talking till unanimity was 

reached as the cardinal principle of African democracy" 

(192). 

In a nutshell, this facet of African humanism which the Itigidi people or culture exhibits 

epitomizes a dimension called African communal humanism. It is communal because in their 

deliberations and decisions as it affects the Itigidi people, the Itigidi Consultative Assembly 

believes and seeks to promote, protect and pursue the interest and happiness of the 

community as a whole, and not that of an individual. And more so because decisions in 

governing Itigidi is not taken by an individual but by a body made up of representatives from 

different sections of Itigidi. 

Economy: The Itigidi Community is "predominantly agrarian. This necessitated the planting, 

and subsequent trading on palm oil, palm-kernel, pepper, and yams in the late 19th and early 

20th century. Today, the Itigidi people produce agricultural goods only for subsistent 

existence because of lack of mechanized farm tools." Inspite of this change from production 

of Cash Crops to subsistence farming, a notable feature of the Itigidi culture, with regards to 

its labour force in farming, is that of collective effort. Infact this cooperative spirit of the 

Itigidi farmers is expressed in two proverbs given by Ibangha Ibi, which says, firstly, "Ekor 
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intitingha ze nzuzung ge ve, ele edul intitingha ge ve nzuzung" (A broom stick hardly kill a 

fly, but a bundle of broom sticks kills many), Secondly he says "Ntagi ntag gebini ze lekwol 

gepiele" (A load jointly carried does not break neck)." 

The spirit of work or attitude of the Itigidi farmer as given by Ibangha Ibi, and as 

quoted above has central to them, the spirit of brotherly love and one being his brother's 

keeper. Further explained, these proverbs means that the farm of an individual is jointly done 

by other farmers, this is because of their believe that when joint hands or effort is 

concentrated in working, greater productivity is achieved. And moreso because they believe 

that joint effort lessen the burden on an individual. 

This attitude to work, also explains why an individual's hut is jointly built by his 

mates and or other community friends in Itigidi. 

This form of African humanism which the Itigidi culture exhibits, is a communal humanism 

because it sees an individual as not achieving or existing independent of other members of 

his community. This communal humanistic outlook which Itigidi culture exhibits is 

supported by Kenneth Kaunda when he said that "The tribal society was a mutual society. 

Individualism was discouraged for if a villager required a new hut, all the men would turn to 

and cut trees to erect the frames and bring grass for thatching, while the women were 

responsible for making the mud-plaster for the walls." 

Religions: B. A. Bassey in the book "The Wonderful Story of Itigidi". Explained that the 

involvement of Itigidi people in religious life antedates the advent of Christianity. For as a 

policy, all actions, reactions, and socio-economic relationships of the Itigidi people were and 

are based on one traditional religious premise or the other. "(9). He added that the native 

religion of Itigidi was purely concerned with keeping the society morally clean as well as 

promoting the health of the body. It tabooed all acts which conforms to most of the 

inhibitions in the Bible, such as adultery, stealing, taking of life, pre-marital sexual 

relationship and so on. These taboos often led to severe social sanctions or even ostracism. 

This traditional religion exerts a whole some control over the Itigidi people. This is 

because it is organised in lineages which corresponds with the Kin groups in the town. Each 

kin group unified a chain of matrilineal families and has a shrine that housed its own god. 
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Each of the deities performs some spiritual functions in addition to its social, 

economic and moral functions. The paramount deity keeps watch over the entire town. Hence 

apart from the family gods, there are other deities communally owned. An example is the god 

of war by which, it is believed, Itigidi people suffered no defeat in all the wars they fought 

against far more populous aggressors. 

The Itigidi people however, received Christianity in 1899. Since then, Christianity is 

being practiced in Itigidi side by. side with traditional religion as practiced by those yet 

unconverted. But central to all these religions according to B A. Bassey, is the fact that, by far 

"the most intrinsic phenomenon of Igigidi cultural life is their utmost belief in the unseen 

God on High.". For he adds that, "even the priest at the shrine, or the head chief or the family 

head always look up at the sky and call on the unseen God, when offering prayers or pouring 

libation or making any form of sacred presentation" (3). 

It is obvious, and pertinent to note that the Itigidi people at each stage in their religious life 

communally recognized and worshiped one God either in the traditional religious method or 

in the Christian way. This communal worship of both traditional gods in form of physical 

objects and the worship of the unseen Christian God is an epitome of African communal 

humanism as practiced by the Itigidi people. This is because religious discrimination is 

discouraged. Each person sees the other as being created by one God, and as such belief in 

the unified Christian love for one another. Social:- The Itigidi people are generally friendly 

and sympathetic people. They exhibit a particularly high level of hospitality and kindness 

when non-indigenes are concerned. Among themselves, they are very quick to rally round 

anyone in need especially where such need arises from an accident or an affliction, "in itigidi, 

actions and responsibilities are collective. People are loyal and dedicated to the community, 

performing assigned community roles efficiently and enthusiastically."(Bassey, B.A. 8). 

Public places, streets, and lanes as well as the beach environs, public latrines and 

streams are well maintained by male and female organisations. 

Socialization of young ones is communal. Hence it is the duty of every adult to oversee the 

conduct, action and safety of every child around or who passed by whether he or she 

identified the child or not. "Every indigene is to think no evil and do no evil. Every family 

preached the doctrine of good life and self-discipline to its members since a social behaviours 
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could bring the entire family and community some calamity"(12). It is pertinent to state that 

morality in Itigidi also exhibit some communal outlook. This is partly because the Itigidi 

people have one source at a time either traditional norm or Christian ethics which guides their 

actions and behaviours. This is buttressed by the fact that anybody or everybody in Itigidi can 

enforce observance of a particular conduct. 

The social life of the Itigidi people as we can see is based on the foundation of 

brotherly love of all men as one family. 

Education: The advent of the missionaries, necessitated the craze for white collar job which 

spread like wild fire. This received a boost from the missionaries who were in dire need of 

staff for their fast-rising number of new religious and educational outposts. "The period 

between 1910 to 1930 was therefore tagged Itigidi's Golden Era in the teaching profession, 

that was because every school leaver took to teaching as-a career. With the ready 

employment openings, the community decided to sponsor indigenes into various schools, so 

that they can come   back   and   occupy   the   vacant   post   in   the missionaries religious 

and educational institutions."P

14 
PThis legacy is still being maintained, in that, the Itigidi 

consultative Assembly which serves as the administrative and governing body in Itigidi, also 

controls the finance of the community. All revenue and other benefits accruing to the 

community from its assets are used to support needy family members or shared out as bonus 

to all family units. Most notable, is the award of scholarships and bursaries to indigenous 

students at various levels of education. This as a matter of fact account for present-day Itigidi 

people who are found in diverse employment. 

In other words, the education of the Itigidi youths is not an individual's task, rather 

it is a communal sponsorship of indigenes, not minding whose child benefits from such 

scheme. This is thus an epitome of a communal humanism in Africa. 

Epistemological: The political culture of the Itigidi people, whereby decisions are reached 

through consensus, reveals to us the epistemology of the Itigidi culture. By seeking the 

opinion of each representative, they seem to belief that certainty in knowledge or truth can be 

attained when two or more minds interact or share ideas, it is for this reason the Itigidi people 

seek solutions for their problems through representatives of each kin or section of the 
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community. By this approach, it is clear that its source to certain knowledge is not an 

individual but communal. 

Communal African Humanism and Unity in Itigidi Culture 

The concept of African humanism as discussed in the previous chapter of this book, 

is a humanism which tenets were to point out man as the measure of all things. It is also a 

humanism which reacted against all forms of colonialism. It is a Christian humanism which 

tried to foster brotherly love among the Africans. It is a social humanism in that its aim is to 

foster equality of all Africans. It is also a communal humanism. 

The communalistic humanism of the Itigidi people is first of all noticed in the political 

culture of the Itigidi people. Politically the Itigidi people do not belief in individualism when 

it comes to taking decisions as it affects the Itigidi community. Thus decisions which affect -

the general interest of the Itigidi people are taken even today, by the Itigidi consultative 

Assembly. This body is communally represented. It is not individualistic but communal. 

Decisions here are taken for the benefit of the community as a whole, and not for the interest 

of any single individual. Administratively, Itigidi is governed by consensus democracy. 

Hence its political culture is communalistic and humanistic in nature. 

The culture of the Itigidi people with respect to its economy is agriculturally based. 

African communal humanism is manifested in the economy of the Itigidi culture, through the 

spirit of team work which they exhibit. Proverbs such as "Ekor intitingha ze nzuzun ge ve ele 

edul intitigha ge ve nzuzung" meaning, A broom stick hardly kill a fly, but a bundle of broom 

sticks kills many." And "Ntagi ntag gebinu ze lekwol gebiele" meaning, "A load jointly 

carried does not break neck." These proverbs, buttresses the need for a communal effort in 

work as to achieve much, and discourages individualism in the work attitude of the Itigidi 

people. It is for this reason the farm work of an individual farmer in Itigidi is jointly executed, 

and in some cases farms are communally owned. The profits from such farms are often used 

for developmental projects such as schools and health care programmes which benefits the 

entire community. Individual gains are also permitted based on request. 

The religious culture of the Itigidi people is that of monism. The traditional religious 

worship as was practised in Itigidi in the early 16th to late 19th centuries, have been 
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overtaken by Christianity. Although traditional religion is still being practised in Itigidi, the 

objects that are worshiped by these minority group, according to them is a representation of 

the real God whom they belief is equally the Christian God. These beliefs of theirs are 

buttressed by the fact that the traditional religionists in Itigidi have never been 

confrontational with their majority Christian folk. Hence, African communal humanism is 

also the basis for religious belief in Itigidi culture. This is because the Itigidi people see each 

other, whether a traditional religionist or Christian not as an individual, but as a member of 

the Itigidi community, which they belief is created by one God, and as such have the unified 

Christian brotherly love for one another. 

The social culture of the Itigidi people is an epitome of African communal 

humanism. The Itigidi people as a community are friendly, and manifest a high level of 

hospitality to everybody irrespective of origin. Community programmes such as clean-up 

exercise are jointly carried out by all age-grades of the working age. 

Socialization of youths into the basic norms of Itigidi is not restricted to an individual, but anybody 

can and does it. This is because each Itigidi person sees the other younger ones as his or her 

brother. The oldest man or woman in Itigidi is addressed as father and mother respectively by 

all, and respected accordingly. Moreso, the social culture of the Itigidi people portrays a 

communal way of living which reveals that each family is related to the other. This is because in 

Itigidi, the extended family system is substantially the basis for its communal humanism, which 

is expressed by loving everybody in Itigidi as one's self. 

The culture of the Itigidi people with respect to education was and is still founded on 

the need of the Itigidi community to send its youths to school, so as to attain an academic level 

with which an individual can represent the community in the civil service. This spirit, still stands 

this reason, the Itigidi consultative Assembly to use its finances which accrues from the community's 

economy to sponsor all the Itigidi sons and daughters of school age in various academic institutions. 

This task is communal because the finance is gotten from the community's effort not individual 

and those sponsored, at the end represent the community's interest and not 

individual's interest. 

From the epistemological perspective, it is worthy or pertinent to note, as we are 

inclined to infer, that based on the political culture of the Itigidi people, which proceeds by 
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consensus democracy, the logic situation reveals and we deduce that certainty or truth in Itigidi 

culture is not arrived at by an individual, but by the opinions of many people who rob minds or 

ideas together, thereby rationalising the best out of the many issues presented, after some critical 

analysis. Moreso, because each individual contributes his or her idea to decisions affecting the 

whole community, it is pertinent or our considered opinion, to maintain that the knowledge used 

in governing Itigidi as a community is communally derived. This communal African humanism 

as exhibited or inherent in the culture of the Itigidi people is substantiated by wise sayings which 

are embedded in their proverbs. 

These wise sayings in proverb form goes thus; "Levon zege enon ge ta, ele enon ge ta gilevon 

ngwe," meaning, (The community does not visit an individual, but it is a member of a community 

who visits his or her home). "Eti woni ze ekwoti ge si meaning, (A tree does not make a 

forest)."Getabala e/e efa" meaning, (Unity is power). "Ekpokan esugi lino von" meaning, (No 

matter how big an individual is, he belongs to the community and cannot exist outside or bigger 

than the community). "P

15
P' 

The above proverbs expose the communal and humanistic beliefs of the Itigidi people which of 

course make up its culture. The first proverb has as its implicit communal view, the fact that in 

Itigidi culture the community or communal interest is regarded than that of an individual taken 

separately. The second is similar by maintaining that an individual is meaningless, but 

meaningful only when it exists with others. The third proverb holds that it is only when 

individuals are united with others that power can be attain to wade off external aggressors, and to 

attain meaningful development in the Itigidi community. The fourth proverb seeks to stress the 

point that an individual cannot or does not exist alone, but as a member of a community which of-

course controls his or her behaviour in conformity to the norms of the larger 'community. These 

proverbs are being echoed and used to strengthen the political, religious, social, economic, 

educational and epistemological facets of communal humanism in the culture of the Itigidi 

people. These proverbs cum the other facets of humanism have manifested tremendously in the 

lives of Itigidi people so much so that, they speak with one voice where ever they identify themselves 

whether at home or abroad. 

Hence, it is pertinent to mention that the communal African humanism which the 

Itigidi people exhibit as found in their culture, through the political, social, economic, 
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educational, religious and epistemological interaction has from time immemorial fostered a 

formidable unity among the people of Itigidi. The unity is characterized by the spirit of brotherly 

love for one another. The spirit of oneness, equality, joint developmental effort, same 

linguistic and similar cultural ties among the villages that make up the Itigidi community. 

Most significant in the communal African humanism, is the unity which it introduced into the 

culture of the Itigidi people with regards to a festival that was initially a festival exclusively served 

by the Agba village before they reunited with the other villages that makeup the Itigidi 

community. 

The "Edele" dance is a festival that was initially celebrated by the Agba village of Itigidi, but after the 

resettlement of the Itigidi people near the river bank, from their various location Emin-Ebe, Ekpon 

Epiami, itumema and Ebe respectively, and the eventual reunion by the section of Itigidi 

families who lived at the other side of the river, the four village heads and the head chief of 

Itigidi, met and decided that the "Edele" dance festival which formerly belonged to the Agba 

village, should now be observed and celebrated by all the Itigidi people. This was to mark the 

event of communal living which necessitated the acceptance of the various villages to live as 

one community. 

Hence, it became a tradition or culture that is observed in Itigidi till today, in the play 

ground of this dance. It was and still is the duty of the head chief to re-echo the significant of 

the festival. This he often says, is to emphasis unity in Itigidi and the need for each Itigidi 

person to be his or her brother's keeper. This he did by shouting to the hearing of everybody at 

the dance ground, a proverb which says; "Etabala ele efa" (unity is power), for four times. 

After the "Edele" dance which normally last for three days, it is followed by a general visit of 

each person to another. Sharing gifts such as foods which are in most cases jointly eaten by 

different families whether related or not. This was or is a mark of unity among all the families 

in Itigidi and by this, nobody is to regard the other as a stranger but as a brother from one 

family, the Itigidi community. 

EVALUATION 

The worth of this book is derived first and foremost from the introductory and 

methodological consideration of this work. 
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It is pertinent to say that the argument of the western world that prior to colonialism, 

Africans were in darkness or that Africans had no way of life with regards to administration 

religion, education, social life etc is grossly erroneous. 

This is because the Africans had a way of life which were peculiar to their 

communities before the advent of colonialism. This system is the communal African way of 

living, it is also the epitome of national solidarity which of course made it possible for a 

national African movement which fought successfully for the liberation of Africans from the 

oppression, dehumanization and exploitation of its human and material resources by the 

imperial government of the time. 

This book is significantly valuable in the sense that it sorts to reaffirm the fact that Africans 

had a way of life peculiar to them before the coming of the whites. It is also important 

because it is geared towards obliterating from the minds of the west and other continents of 

the world their erroneous conception about Africans prior to colonialism. Thus putting across 

once again the African communal way of life and its relevance or role in uniting its citizens. 

The African way of life is characteristically a form or dimension of African 

humanism. From the definition earlier proferred, humanism is a movement which seeks to re-

ascertain the position of man as the creator of his universe and so should be exalted above 

even the gods. The Africans have also expressed their own humanism. African humanism is a 

humanism which is man centered, as a socialism, as a reaction to colonialism, as a Christian 

humanism, as well as a communal humanism" 

The African world view is an epitome of its African Communal humanism. This 

way of life of the Africans has central to its tenets the fulfillment of the needs, desires and 

aspirations of its members, not as separate individuals, but as participant in a family and a 

community. Thus, in this African life style, the well being of each individual in Africa 

depends on the maintenance of cordial relationship with other family members or 

community. 

This African Communal living has been the foundation upon which the culture of 

the Itigidi people is built. This is because the facets of African humanism in Itigidi culture as 

already discussed in our previous chapter are characterized by communal approaches in 
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dealing with its social, religious, educational, political, economic and epistemological 

matters as it affects the interest of the whole community rather than individual. 

The aim of this work is that it also tries to bring to the fore, the role which the 

African communal way of life plays in the over-all unity of its people. In the previous chapter 

it was maintained that the unity which is being experienced by the Itigidi people which had, 

and is still boosting their development is attributable to their cultural way of living which is 

communal in nature. 

On the basis of the above the value of this work is further substantiated. It thus articulates for 

a revisit to the African communal way of living. In this direction, our tenet is a modernized 

communal living, devoid of egoism. It is a considered opinion that for Africa and Nigeria in 

particular to be stronger as one nation with tremendous growth in her economy, social, 

religious, education   and   political   endeavours,   it   should necessarily include in its 

priority areas the philosophy which will necessitate the establishment of a government which 

is communal and or egalitarian, this will lead to the actualization of the envisaged peaceful 

leadership and government in African continent', and Nigeria in particular. 

CONCLUSION 

From the foregoing, we can conclude that humanism which tries to exalt man above 

all divine is an effort in the right direction considering the theistic biblical statement which 

gave man dominion over all other things on earth. It is however our opinion that this can only 

be if God who exalted man himself is acknowledged first before other earthly creatures. This 

is because humanity came into existence through God the creator of the universe. 

This of course forms the foundation of African communal humanism, which is characterized 

by the philosophy of an African being his brother's keeper. This love of one another is 

exhibited in the African way of life by its continued emphasis in one living and fulfilling his 

needs not as a separate individual but as a participant in a family or community. This is 

exemplified in the political, educational, religious, social, economic and epistemological 

facet of humanism in Itigidi culture. Central to these facets of humanism as experienced in 

Itigidi culture is the saying that, "Gefaba/a, e/e efa" (Unity is power). The above saying by 

the Itigidi people is the root of its communal living or humanism and has given rise to a 
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trerpendous spirit of unity as experienced in Itigidi today. This unity is noticed in the 

communal developmental effort of the Itigidi people both at home and outside. 

The Africans and Nigeria can only achieve the unity long envisaged and expected by 

including in its annual budget speech the philosophy of communal and brotherly living as 

represented in its African communal humanism and it seems the Africans and Itigidi in 

particular, are doing just that, And according to C. Nze in Igboland, it is their-belief that "If a 

person buries himself, one of his hands will be out."P

2
P That it is also the saying among the Igbo 

people that ordinarily animals stretch their backs at trees, when their back irritate them, while 

men turn their backs to fellow men."P

3
P In other words, the igbos of African origin, also belief 

that a person needs to lean on others, and requires the services of his fellow men. Put 

differently, they see social collaboration as a legacy which ought to be lived and preserved. 

This cultural life style of the Igbos as C. Nze posits is an example of the African 

communal humanism which has been the African way of living right from time, pre-dating 

the coming of the whites or colonialist, and which is still in practiced in most African 

countries. 

The reality of this African communal humanism even now is buttressed by Nkrumah when he 

says "While agreeing that communalism in Africa is a thing of the past African society is still 

communalistic in spirit."P

4
P In other words, he maintains that African communalism is a 

continual process which is experienced both in the physical activities of the African 

countries, and in the spirit with which they act. 

It will be worthwhile to conclude that African humanism is far from being a myth as 

the other continents of the world presumed. Rather African communal humanism has been a 

reality right from time, but which as I think eluded the understanding of the other world 

continents due to racial bias. But the reality of the African communal humanism and its 

significance in uniting Africans, is its uniting force in the lives of the Itigidi people. This 

unity is seen in their developmental efforts and in protecting the interest of other community 

members as one family. 
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